
1. Introduction
The Diviner Lunar Radiometer Experiment on board the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO; Chin et al., 2007; 
Paige, Foote, et  al.,  2010; Tooley et  al.,  2010; Vondrak et  al.,  2010) has been acquiring brightness temper-
ature measurements of the Moon near-continuously since July of 2009. This voluminous data set has ena-
bled a global-scale characterization of the lunar thermal environment (Paige, Siegler, et  al.,  2010; Williams 
et al., 2017, 2019). With over 11 years of accumulated temperature measurements from orbit, we have compiled 
a cumulative data set focused on the Lacus Mortis region of the Moon which includes the location of Astrobotic's 
Peregrine Mission One landing site (Astrobotic, 2018).

Science, technology, and exploration payloads are planned to be delivered to the lunar surface starting in 2022 
with an anticipated cadence for future deliveries to the lunar surface of approximately twice per year. Through 
the Science Mission Directorate's Commercial Lunar Payload Services (CLPS) initiative, NASA will procure 
commercial lunar delivery services and solicit lunar surface payloads to enhance our knowledge of the Moon 
and its potential resources (Bussey et al., 2019; Chavers et al., 2019). Before the utilization of lunar resources, 
the demonstration of lunar resource availability, extraction, refinement, and utilization properties must first be 
established (Thornton et al., 2015). Bringing these lunar resources to the forefront of lunar exploration requires 
a suite of missions, and an eventual infrastructure on the lunar surface. In November 2018, NASA selected nine 
providers through the CLPS program (Voosen, 2018) with additional payloads and experiments selected in 2019 
(NASA, 2019a, 2019b). The first of these missions will be the Astrobotic Mission One which will be the first 
landed lunar mission by the United States since the Apollo program and the first commercial lunar lander to 
touch down on the Moon. Astrobotic provides lunar payload delivery service for the purpose of resource devel-
opment-focused payloads integrated onto a single lunar lander (Thornton et al., 2015). Once on the surface, the 
payloads are deployed and activated, operate as a local utility, and provide power and communications as needed 
to the payloads. The target landing site for Mission One is Lacus Mortis (43.9142°N and 25.1476°E), a basaltic 
plain on the lunar nearside.
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Mission One landing ellipse. We identify distinctly contrasting properties of materials in the walls of Bürg 
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1.1. Lacus Mortis

Lacus Mortis is a ∼160 km wide basin filled with mare basalt centered on 45.13°N and 27.32°E (Figure 1). The 
edges of the basin are characterized by relatively straight segments along the western half resulting in a hexago-
nal-like appearance. The mare deposits extend across the eastern edge and merge with Mare Frigoris to the north. 
The southern margin contains two heavily eroded craters, Plana and Mason, that also contain mare deposits 
within their interiors. The mare basalts of Lacus Mortis and neighboring Mare Frigoris are classified as Upper 
Imbrian (Scott, 1972; Wilhelms, 1987); have low TiO2 and FeO and high MgO and Al2O3 abundances compared 
to other mare regions of the Moon (Kramer et al., 2015).

A considerable portion of the mare is disrupted by the 40 km diameter complex impact crater Bürg and its sur-
rounding ejecta. Bürg is a Copernican-aged crater with a well-developed pattern of rays with several extending 
across Mare Serenitatis (Bart & Melosh, 2007). Averaged radial profiles of the Optical Maturity parameter of 
large rayed craters suggest Bürg is intermediate in age between Tycho (∼109 Ma) and Copernicus (∼810 Ma) 
craters (Grier et al., 2001), though crater size-frequency measurements by Terada et al. (2020) suggest a model 
age that exceeds 1 Ga. Earth-based radar shows that Bürg may be associated with a prominent low-return halo or 
radar-dark halo. However, the radar-dark area surrounding the crater corresponds with the boundaries of the mare 
basalt and a distinct dark halo boundary could not be resolved (Ghent et al., 2005).

The mare west of Bürg crater is tectonically complex with rilles, wrinkle ridges, elongated and linear depressions, 
and a pit. The most prominent of these features, the rille Rimae Bürg, extends beyond the southwest edge of the 
Lacus Mortis mare into the adjacent highlands materials and continues ∼70 km across the mare interior before 
becoming muted by burial from the ejecta of Bürg crater, though a faint trace of the underlying feature can be 
identified on the ejecta for tens of kilometers. The rille comprises linear segments and a flat floor up to 2 km in 
width (Ostrach, 2011). Unlike sinuous rilles that are interpreted to be volcanic in origin (e.g., Carr, 1974; Gree-
ley, 1971), Rimae Bürg is likely a structural graben of tectonic origin. The formation of large graben systems 
on the lunar nearside, like Rimae Bürg, are estimated to have ceased ∼3.6 Ga (Lucchitta & Watkins, 1978), and 
Rimae Bürg can be inferred to predate the formation of Bürg crater due to the superposition of the crater's ejecta 
on the rille. A sizable pit has been identified within a kilometer of the graben at 44.962° and 25.610°E (Hong 
et al., 2015; Wagner & Robinson, 2012, 2014). The pit is elliptical in shape (∼280 × 210 m) with a depth ∼80 m, 
making it the largest pit identified on the Moon. Apparent collapse of the pit wall has formed a downward sloping 
ramp of material into the interior obscuring the eastern wall and any overhanging that may be present.

1.2. The Diviner Instrument

Diviner acquires radiometric measurements of the lunar surface in nine spectral bands over a wavelength range of 
0.3–400 μm (Paige, Foote, et al., 2010). Each channel consists of 21-element linear arrays of thermopile detectors 
that are nominally nadir-pointing in a push broom configuration, though Diviner has independent elevation and 
azimuth actuators allowing for targeted observations. Channels 1 and 2 measure reflected solar radiation from 
0.35 to 2.8 μm with differing sensitivities. Channels 3–5 have relatively narrow passbands around 8 μm utilized to 
identify the spectral location of the Christiansen feature, an emissivity maximum, that is diagnostic of bulk com-
position (Allen et al., 2012; Donaldson Hanna et al., 2012; Glotch et al., 2010, 2011; Greenhagen et al., 2010). 
Channels 6–9 measure thermally emitted radiation across four passbands covering 12.5–400 μm. Collectively, 
channels 3–9 allow for the characterization of the lunar thermal environment over a wide range of temperatures 
(∼20–400 K) (Hayne et al., 2010; Paige, Siegler, et al., 2010; Williams et al., 2017).

2. Diviner Data Processing and Generation of the Lacus Mortis Data Set
Diviner Reduced Data Records (RDR) from infrared spectral channels 3–9 were used to generate a 128 pixels per 
degree (ppd) gridded data set for the Lacus Mortis region (41.5°–48.5°N and 22.5°–31.5°E). Each RDR record 
represents an individual detector observation and provides a calibrated radiance measurement obtained over a 
0.128 s integration time with the most up-to-date calibration applied to the RDR data. The record contains an 
Activity Flag (“af”) field, which we used to constrain the data. The activity flag has a three-digit integer repre-
senting a combination of the orientation, observation type, and instrument mode (Sullivan et al., 2020). Values 
were constrained to 110–192 while emission angles were limited to <20° to minimize phase angle dependent 
radiative behavior of the lunar surface (Bandfield et al., 2011; Warren et al., 2019). While af = 110 represents 
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nominal nadir-pointing operation, we extended the upper limit of the activity flag to include targeted observa-
tions with small emission angles including any observations potentially made as part of the Diviner “twilight 
campaign” to capture post-sunset observations (Russell et al., 2017, 2019). Several additional quality constraints 
were used (quality flag for calibration – 0; quality flag for miscellaneous – 0; noise quality flag – 0 to 1.5) (Sul-
livan et al., 2020).

The RDR records are represented by single locations on the surface; however, the total radiance that contributed 
to a measurement was derived from a finite area. To account for this during the binning process, the effective 
field-of-view (EFOV) for each record is estimated accounting for the elongation of the surface footprint in the 
in-track direction due to the thermal response time of the detectors and the spacecraft motion. This is done us-
ing the spacecraft altitude and velocity, and the individual channel instantaneous fields-of-view (see Williams 
et al., 2016 for details). A probability distribution is derived from the EFOV and used in a Monte Carlo simulation 
to ray-trace the EFOV onto a Lunar Orbiter Laser Altimeter (LOLA) digital elevation model (Smith et al., 2010) 
to account for the local terrain. We used 100 ray-traced points for each RDR record. Each point is assigned the 
same radiance value as the original observation and used as input to the binning routine. This aligns the different 
channels when binning because the positions of the fields-of-view for the individual channels are not identically 
aligned; therefore, each channel is not necessarily looking at the same location at a given instant (Paige, Foote, 
et al., 2010). Additionally, this ensures all bins within the EFOV are populated and, where adjacent detectors have 
overlapping EFOVs, captures the weighted mean of the observations that fall within a bin. Details of this process 
are described in Williams et al. (2016) and Sefton-Nash et al. (2017).

The data were processed in 1° tiles of longitude and latitude resulting in 63 files of binned data covering the Lacus 
Mortis region. The data within each tile were binned at 128 ppd in longitude and latitude and 0.1 hr in local time. 
To accommodate the EFOV modeling, a 2 bin (0.015625°) buffer exterior to the perimeter of each tile was includ-
ed in the processing and trimmed after binning. A bin count cutoff of 10 was used to eliminate sparsely populated 
bins at the edges of the ground tracks that extend from the edge detectors in the EFOV modeling. This ensures the 
widths of the ground tracks are preserved (see Figure 4 of Williams et al., 2016). Only bins with radiance values 

Figure 1. (a) A portion of the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera (Robinson et al., 2010) Wide Angle Camera morphologic global mosaic with incidence angles 
between 55° and 75° (Speyerer et al., 2011; Wagner et al., 2015) showing the Lacus Mortis region in cylindrical equidistant projection with a standard parallel of 45°N. 
White ellipse is the location of Astrobotic's Mission One landing ellipse. Inset nearside globe with red star marks the location of Lacus Mortis. (b) Shaded relief of the 
Lacus Mortis region colored by elevation (SLDEM2015) (Barker et al., 2016).
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from all seven channels present were retained. Binned radiances were then converted to brightness temperatures, 
and the bolometric temperature (the equivalent blackbody temperature of the wavelength-integrated radiance 
from all seven channels) was calculated as described in Paige, Siegler, et al. (2010).

3. Results
3.1. Temperatures in Lacus Mortis

The binned bolometric temperatures provide diurnal temperatures at 0.1 hr local time resolution for each 128 
ppd bin. Diurnal temperatures are generally well represented throughout the region though there are systematic 
differences in coverage (Figure 2). Local time coverage varies ∼25–45% across the area with variations largely 
apparent as latitudinal striping. This striping results from differences in orbit track densities which are oriented 
approximately north-south due to the near-polar orbit of the spacecraft. The histogram of local time coverage for 
the region shows that a broad sampling of local times has been acquired in the area. Local times with a high num-
ber of observations are interspersed with local times where observations are infrequent or absent with the high 
and low observational densities alternating with a periodicity of ∼2 hr in local time. Similar systematic local time 
gaps in coverage were noted by Williams et al. (2019) in the polar regions due to phasing of the spacecraft orbit.

Minimum temperatures are typically ∼85–89  K throughout the region and occur in the early morning prior 
to sunrise (Figure 3). Maximum temperatures occur near noon and are ∼345–365 K, approximately 30–40 K 
cooler than at the equator and are generally consistent with the predicted equilibrium maximum temperatures, 
346–360 K, for the latitude range of our data, 41.5°–48.5°N, assuming a solar constant 1,361 W m−2, emissivity 
of 0.95, and the latitude dependent albedo from Vasavada et al. (2012). North-south facing slopes cause additional 
variability in the observed maximum temperatures as well as variations in the Sun-Moon distance which vary 
between 0.981 and 1.019 AU, predominantly due to the eccentricity of Earth's orbit. As the solar flux varies as 
the square of the Sun-Moon distance, this translates to ΔTmax ∼ ±3.4 K.

While daytime maximum temperatures are sensitive to the surface albedo, nighttime temperatures are sensitive 
to the thermophysical properties of the regolith within the diurnal thermal skin depth ∼10–20 cm and will vary 
with the thermal inertia of the materials. Deviations in maximum and minimum temperatures are highlighted 
in Figure 3 by normalizing the temperatures by a latitude-dependent cosine function fit to the zonal mean mini-
mum and maximum temperatures of the data. The vertical striping, most apparent in the normalized maximum 
temperatures, results from locations where orbit ground tracks did not cover the maximum temperatures around 
noon local time.

Gaps in local time coverage are particularly apparent in the hour before sunset and following sunrise when tem-
perature changes are most rapid and slopes and shadows have the largest influence with changing illumination 
conditions. Temperature changes typically exceed 150 K in the hour after sunrise (6–7 hr) in Lacus Mortis and 
drop nearly the same amount the hour before sunset (17–18 hr). As a result, these periods of local time are the 
most challenging to resolve and have been the motivation for a campaign to target local times near sunset (∼18 hr) 
(Russell et al., 2017, 2019).

3.2. Nighttime Anisothermality and Christiansen Feature

Differences in brightness temperatures between the Diviner infrared channels occur when there is a mixture of 
temperatures within a detector's field of view. Anisothermality in nighttime temperatures is indicative of surfaces 
of differing thermophysical properties radiating at different temperatures. Bandfield et al. (2011, 2017) utilized 
the anisothermality between channels 6, 7, and 8 to model rock and fine-grain regolith mixtures to estimate 
rock abundances and temperatures of regolith fines. Figure 4a shows the difference in brightness temperatures 
averaged over a 4-hr local time window centered on midnight between channels 6 and 8 (T6–T8). Warmer tem-
peratures in the instrument's field of view have an increased proportional influence on brightness temperatures in 
channels 6 relative to channel 8. Areas with higher T6–T8 values represent locations where temperature contrasts 
are larger, for example, areas with mixtures of rocks and regolith fines with highly contrasting thermal inertias.

The radiances for channels 3–5 for local times between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. including 358 orbits between 5 July 
2009 and 10 June 2019 were used to generate a 128 ppd map of the Christiansen Feature (CF) (Figure 4b). The 
CF value represents the wavelength position of an emissivity maximum near 8 μm that is diagnostic of bulk 
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silicate mineralogy. The emission peak is shifted to shorter wavelengths for feldspathic lithologies, and converse-
ly, shifted to longer wavelength for mafic lithologies. The CF value was calculated from a quadratic fit to the 
three Diviner channels for each bin (Greenhagen et al., 2010). Corrections to the CF were applied as described 
in Greenhagen et al. (2011) and Lucey et al. (2021) to account for photometric effects which can influence the 

Figure 2. (a) A histogram of the 240 local time bins for the Lacus Mortis regions. (b) A map of the local time percent 
coverage (percentage of local time bins with data) of the region.
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Figure 3. (a) Minimum and (b) maximum temperatures in Lacus Mortis. (c) Minimum and (d) maximum temperatures normalized by a cosine function fit to the zonal 
mean (e) minimum and (f) maximum temperatures.
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CF position. These data are analogous to the updated global 32 ppd normalized to equatorial noon archived data 
product (Greenhagen et al., 2021).

4. Discussion
4.1. Terrain Characterization

Surface materials can be broadly characterized by the normalized minimum and maximum temperatures which 
can vary with thermophysical properties and albedo where higher thermal inertia terrains sustain higher mini-
mum temperatures during the night and darker surfaces attain higher peak temperatures during the day. To high-
light these characteristics, we use the LROC WAC empirically normalized 643 nm single band mosaic, which 
has been photometrically normalized to a standard geometry (Boyd et al., 2012), and the normalized minimum 
and maximum temperatures to generate an RGB composite color map of the Lacus Mortis area (Figure 5). The 
individual maps were contrast enhanced using contrast-limited adaptive histogram equalization to improve the 
color balance (Pizer et al., 1987).

A general interpretation of the colors in Figure 5b is summarized in Figure 6. North-south slopes generally in-
fluence the overall trend in colors as equator-facing slopes will shift Tmax and Tmin to higher values resulting in a 
shift toward blue-cyan colors, that is, toward the upper-right quadrant of the color wheel in Figure 6. Conversely, 
slopes toward the pole will shift colors away from blue-cyan colors resulting in magenta, red, yellow, or green 
depending on albedo and thermal inertia. This can be seen around the walls of Bürg crater where the northern 
crater wall (equator-facing) is generally a cyan color while the southern wall (pole-facing) is predominantly red 
or yellow (Figure 5b).

Variations in colors in the southern wall reveal distinct heterogeneities in the materials of the wall (Figure 7). 
Much of the southern wall is red due to its poleward sloping surface reducing Tmax (blue) and Tmin (green). A 
relatively bright portion of the southwest wall is observed in the normalized LROC WAC mosaic. This area is 

Figure 4. (a) Difference in nighttime temperatures between channels 6 and 8 (T6 – T8) highlighting variations in anisothermality in Lacus Mortis. (b) Christiansen 
Feature value normalized to equatorial noon derived from Diviner channels 3 to 5.
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warmer at night relative to the adjacent wall (Figure 7c) and displays greater nighttime anisothermality (Fig-
ure 7d) suggesting a component of high thermal inertia material, such as coherent rock, is concentrated in this 
portion of the wall. In the RGB composite map (Figure 7b), this portion of the wall shows up as yellow in the 

brightest areas and green where surfaces are darker consistent with high ther-
mal inertia materials with differing albedos (lower-right quadrant of the color 
wheel). The adjacent wall materials are red, with cooler Tmin and lower T6–T8 
values consistent with more homogenized, lower thermal inertia materials. 
This portion of the wall also corresponds to a shift in CF values to shorter 
wavelengths (Figure 4) suggesting the composition in this portion of the wall 
is more feldspathic or felsic than adjacent portions of the wall. LROC Narrow 
Angle Camera (NAC) images (Figure 8) show that this portion of the wall is 
characterized by lighter toned material overlain by darker granular-to-blocky 
material that corresponds to the yellow and green colors in the RGB compos-
ite (Figure 7b) respectively.

A variety of terrain properties are observed on southeast margin of Lacus 
Mortis (Figure 9). Hummocky terrain along the margin of the mare appear as 
red/magenta in the RGB map suggesting they are bright with low thermal in-
ertia. These colors persist on slopes both poleward and equatorward and can-
not be attributed to slope effects. The adjacent mare (located to the southwest 
of the hummocky terrain) is blue/cyan due to its relatively low albedo except 
where a high density of craters are clustered. Colors in the crater clusters are 
shifted to orange/yellow/green representing a shift to higher thermal inertia 
materials with yellow representing bright material and green darker material. 
This can be seen in the crater in Figure 9d where bright, high-thermal inertia 
material has been exhumed and exposed in the crater walls on the western 

Figure 5. (a) Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera Wide Angle Camera (WAC) empirically normalized 643 nm single band mosaic of Lacus Mortis (Boyd 
et al., 2012). (b) RGB color composite map of Lacus Mortis with the normalized WAC mosaic in panel (a) used for the red channel, and the normalized minimum and 
maximum temperatures for the green and blue channels, respectively. The white boxes are the locations of figures indicated by the numbers.

Figure 6. A color wheel presenting the general interpretation of the color 
trends in the RGB composite map of Lacus Mortis in Figure 5b where TI 
is thermal inertia. The red channel represents surface brightness, green 
represents Tmin, and blue represents Tmax.
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side but has been largely obscured on the eastern side by darker, high-thermal inertia material that has flowed 
down into the crater interior.

Craters that exhume blocky, immature materials from depth show up as shades of orange/yellow/green through-
out the region as seen in the crater clusters in Figure 9. Other examples of crater clusters, possibly representing 
fields of secondary craters, are shown in Figures 10 and 11. The lunar near-surface regolith has been found to be 
highly insulating with low thermal conductivities and densities (e.g., Hayne et al., 2017; Vasavada et al., 2012). 
However, impacts can penetrate through the predominantly fine-grain upper surface materials to excavate more 
coherent rocky materials at depth (Elder et al., 2019; Hörz et al., 1991) which changes the thermophysical prop-
erties observed by Diviner as seen in the crater clusters (Figures 10 and 11). The influence of cratering on the 
thermophysical properties of the lunar surface are further demonstrated in Figure 12. Here, we plot the T6 – T8 

Figure 7. A portion of the southern rim of Bürg crater highlighting materials in the crater wall with contrasting properties: 
(a) Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera Wide Angle Camera empirically normalized 643 nm single band, (b) the RGB 
color composite map, (c) normalized minimum bolometric temperatures (Tmin), and (d) nighttime anisothermality (T6 – T8). 
See Figure 5 for location and Figures 3 and 4 for color scales. Red box in panel (a) is approximate location of Figure 8.

Figure 8. (a) A portion of Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera Narrow Angle Camera image M113778346R highlighting 
a portion of the Bürg crater wall with distinct thermophysical and compositional properties characterized by blocky and 
granular material interspersed on a brighter underlying material. The white box is the location of panel (b) showing the 
darker, overlying material comprised of granular material and blocks of varying sizes.
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nighttime anisothermality versus the maximum temperatures for slopes <2° to eliminate the influence of topog-
raphy. There is a distinct trend in the temperature amplitude (Tmax–Tmin) experienced by a surface. The aniso-
thermality is a proxy for rockiness with higher values indicating a greater fraction of rocks (Figure 12b). These 
areas tend to correlate with brighter, more immature surfaces as rocks break down in the space environment and 
regolith matures and darkens (e.g., Fischer & Pieters, 1996; Hörz et al., 2000; Lucey et al., 2000). Fresh, rocky 
ejecta will plot toward the lower right on the figure (blue symbols) and overtime, will migrate toward the upper 
left (red symbols) as rocks are commuted into regolith (shift left) and surfaces are space weathered and darkened 
(shift up).

Cold spots associated with young, recently formed impact craters also appear distinctive in the RGB color map. 
Cold spots are observed as extensive annuli of anomalously cold nighttime temperatures around young craters 
(Bandfield et al., 2011, 2014). Cold spots are estimated to fade within ∼1 Ma, possibly due to impact gardening, 
and thus represent fairly ephemeral features on the lunar surface (Williams et al., 2018). Figure 13 shows a 200-m 
crater at 42.745°N and 30.430°E on the mare deposits within the floor of Mason crater with a ∼4 km wide cold 
spot. The cold spot has a ∼3–4 K lower minimum temperature than the surrounding terrain, and the transition 
from the cyan color of the surrounding mare deposits to blue and magenta on the cold spot in the RGB map results 
from a decrease in thermal inertia in the cold spot.

In addition to young impact craters, high densities of blocks are observed 
along fault scarps (Figure 14). A prominent ∼60 km long north-south trend-
ing fault transects the southwest floor of Lacus Mortis intersecting Rimae 
Bürg to the north. The southern ∼20 km of the fault has a west-facing scarp 
with a vertical offset of ∼350 m. The fault scarp is characterized by high 
T6 – T8 values resulting from the numerous boulders observed on the scarp 
face (Figure 14e). The RGB color shift across the scarp, that is, blue to cyan/
green, is consistent with a shift to higher thermal inertias. The fault changes 
dip and offset sense along strike to the north indicating a rotational compo-
nent to the relative displacement with an axis of rotation perpendicular to 
the plane of failure (scissor failure). A perpendicular fault trace extending 
eastward from the scarp coincides with an offset in the strike of the fault 
scarp suggesting a possible right-lateral displacement (white arrow in Fig-
ure 14). Approximately 10 km north of this offset where the fault blocks are 
nearly the same elevation, both fault blocks are separated by a depression up 

Figure 9. (a) A portion of Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera Narrow Angle Camera image pair m1182282635 showing 
hummocky terrain along the southeast margin of the mare basalt in Lacus Mortis. (b) The image colourized with the RGB 
composite map showing the contrasting properties of the hummocky terrain and the mare, and the mare where it has been 
disrupted by clusters of craters. Panel (c) subframe of panel (a) highlighting one of the larger craters in the cluster and panel 
(d) a subframe of panel (b) showing the same crater. See Figure 5 for location. North is up in all images.

Figure 10. (a) A portion of Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera Narrow 
Angle Camera image pair m1338656930 showing a cluster of craters north of 
Bürg crater and (b) the image colourized with the RGB composite map. The 
yellow/orange coloration of the cluster results from brighter, higher thermal 
inertia materials within the cluster. See Figure 5 for location.
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to ∼80 m depth suggesting extension occurred along this portion of the fault, 
possibly related to the perpendicular fault trace apparent in the east block to 
the south.

Terrain with a hummocky texture is observed across the fault scarp. The RGB 
map shows a shift away from blue-cyan colors (reddening) for the hummocky 
surface texture. The southern margin of this color shift is indicated with black 
arrows in Figure 14d. The topographic relief of the scarp becomes subdued 
and the anisothermality drops to background levels here. This hummocky 
material is also seen in Figure 11 and appears to be part of a larger region 
of material red-shifted in the RGB map (Figure 5) with a general radial ori-
entation to Bürg crater and may represent material mobilized by the crater 
forming impact.

The scarp age therefore likely pre-dates the formation of Bürg crater making 
it pre-Copernican in age (i.e., >1 Ga). The survival times of meter-scale boul-
ders against collisional destruction in the lunar environment is estimated to 
be much less than 1 Gyr with 99% of meter-scale ejecta boulders estimated to 
be destroyed after only ∼200–300 Ma (Basilevsky et al., 2013, 2015) with the 
thermal signatures associated with rocky ejecta observed to generally fade 
to background levels of nominal regolith within ∼1 Ga (Ghent et al., 2014). 
The sustained presence of a significant concentration of boulders along the 
scarp therefore suggests boulders are being replenished on timescales much 
shorter than this.

4.2. Landing Site Temperatures

The landing ellipse for Mission One is 24 × 6 km within a relatively flat 
southwest portion of Lacus Mortis centered on 43.9142°N and 25.1476°E 
(Figure  15) (Astrobotic,  2018). There is a modest decline in elevation of 
∼100  m from the southeast to the northwest portion of the ellipse (Fig-
ure 15b). The ellipse area is devoid of any large variations in thermophysical 
properties suggesting a relatively benign region for landing relative to the 
surrounding areas containing larger craters and scarps. The nighttime ani-
sothermality within the ellipse is relatively low and uniform and colors in 
the RGB composite are similar to areas characterized by relatively undis-
turbed mare elsewhere in Lacus Mortis (Figures 15c and 15d). Therefore, 
the thermophysical properties of the materials within the ellipse are likely 

representative of the broader mare at the mapped scale of 128 ppd. At smaller scales, craters could have excavated 
blocks at small enough sizes and/or low enough concentrations to not generate a significant anisothermal signal 
in the Diviner data. Craters on the margins of the ellipse are observed to have elevated anisothermality signatures 
suggesting they are associated with rocky materials. These craters likely would have ejected some blocks into the 
ellipse area.

The mean diurnal temperatures within the ellipse are plotted in Figure 16 with error bars showing the standard 
deviation of the temperatures for a given local time bin. Temperatures range from a minimum of ∼88 K just prior 
to sunrise to a maximum of ∼359 K near local noon. The mission is planned to land mid-morning, ∼7.8–9.7 hr, 
local time (55–110 Earth hours after sunrise) (Astrobotic, 2018). Within this local time window, temperatures 
within the ellipse area will already generally exceed 300 K with many locations >330 K. At local time 5.8–5.9 hr, 
temperatures are 88.4 ± 0.5 K; at local time 6.2–6.3 hr, temperatures are 167.2 ± 4.0 K. The intervening time 
bins do not contain any observations. The sudden increase in temperature (ΔT = 78.8 K) between these local 
times indicates they bracket the time of sunrise within the ellipse. Similarly, the maximum rate of temperature 
change in the afternoon hours occurs between 17.8 and 18.1 hr where temperatures decrease from 183.2 ± 11.4 
to 120.4 ± 2.3 K due to sunset. After this time, the rate of cooling is much more limited and determined by 
the balance of heat stored in the near-surface regolith layers to the loss of radiation to space during the night. 
Therefore, temperatures after sunset will be sensitive to the thermophysical properties of the regolith (Hayne 

Figure 11. (a) Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera Narrow Angle Camera 
image m1118717657L centered on a clustering of craters southeast of Bürg 
crater and (b) the image colourized with the RGB composite map. The 
yellow/green coloration results from excavation of immature brighter, higher 
thermal inertia materials by the impacts. Other craters with more degraded 
appearances, including an alignment of pits or heavily degraded crater near 
the top of the figure, do not show the same distinctive color signature. Terrain 
with a hummocky texture in the lower third of the image has a distinct 
magenta coloration (black arrows) relative to the adjacent blue mare basalt. 
See Figure 5 for location.
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et al., 2017; Williams et al., 2017). The regolith thermal model of Hayne et al. (2017) closely overlaps the landing 
ellipse temperatures where we have assumed nominal regolith values as described in Hayne et al. (2017) with the 
incidence angle dependent albedo from Vasavada et al. (2012) appropriate for mare surfaces. This suggests the 
regolith properties within the ellipse are generally similar to the global average (Figure 16). The model predicts 
minimum and maximum temperatures of 87 and 349 K respectively with the amplitude of the temperature vari-
ations damping out rapidly with depth (within ∼20 cm). Global modeling by Hayne et al. (2017) find the upper 
regolith thermal inertia to be remarkably uniform at the global scale and we anticipate the upper regolith to be 
similar to the Apollo sites which yield similar density profiles as the nominal model used here.

Predicted morning and afternoon temperatures tend to be cooler than the observed bolometric temperatures. 
Anisothermality in the Diviner spectral channels have been shown to correlate with solar incidence (Bandfield 

Figure 12. (a) A scatter-plot of nighttime anisothermality (T6 – T8) versus normalized maximum temperatures (Tmax) for slopes <2° in Lacus Mortis with symbol 
colors representing the temperature amplitudes (Tmax – Tmin). (b) A scatter-plot of nighttime anisothermality (T6 – T8) versus modeled rock abundance from Bandfield 
et al. (2011, 2017).

Figure 13. (a) A portion of Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera Narrow Angle Camera (NAC) image m1215240241R 
centered on a 200-m diameter crater associated with a cold spot on the floor of Mason crater. (b) The NAC image colourized 
with the normalized minimum temperatures (see Figure 3 for color scale), and (c) the RGB color map showing the cold spot. 
See Figure 5 for location.
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et al., 2015; Williams et al., 2017) due to surface roughness. Variations in orientations of shaded and sunlit slopes 
with respect to the sun result in mixtures of temperatures within a detector's field of view which elevate the 
brightness temperatures of the shorter wavelength channels. This increase in blue spectral slope is seen across the 
lunar surface in both the highlands and mare and will result in warmer bolometric temperatures in the morning 
and afternoon. Such effects due to roughness have not been accounted for in the model.

The Near-Infrared Spectrometer System (NIRVSS; Roush et al., 2015) on the payload will provide the oppor-
tunity to explore the range of temperatures that occur within the ellipse at subpixel-scales and help constrain 
surface properties. The objective of the NIRVSS instrument is to observe surface mineralogy and volatiles and 
characterize surface morphology and thermophysical properties. The short-wave and long-wave spectrometers 
cover the 1,200–2,400 and 2,300–4,000 nm (with spectral resolutions of <20 and <50 nm), respectively (Roush 
et al., 2020).

5. Summary
We have compiled over 11 years of brightness temperature data acquired by the Diviner instrument aboard LRO 
into a comprehensive data set of surface temperatures in the Lacus Mortis region containing the Astrobotic 
Mission One landing site. These data provide diurnal brightness temperatures at 128 ppd spatial resolution and 
0.1 hr of local time resolution for the Diviner instrument's seven infrared spectral channels and the corresponding 
bolometric temperatures. From these data, we generate several maps of the region: minimum and maximum bolo-
metric temperatures normalized by a latitude dependent function fit to the zonal mean temperatures, the channels 
6 and 8 nighttime anisothermality, and a color composite image using the WAC empirically normalized 643 nm 
single band mosaic and the normalized minimum and maximum bolometric temperatures. Collectively, these 
maps highlight variations in radiative and thermophysical properties of the region.

The thermal response of the materials within Lacus Mortis as seen in our data are generally consistent with the 
comminution and space weathering of materials over time that result in an evolutionary trend toward finer-grain, 

Figure 14. (a) Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera Narrow Angle Camera image pair m1258763011 showing a ∼60 km north-south trending fault scarp in the 
southwest floor of Lacus Mortis. The images are colourized with (b) topography (SLDEM2015), (c) nighttime anisothermality (T6 – T8) (see colorbar in Figure 4), 
and (d) the RGB composite map (see Figures 5b and 6 for explanation of colors). The white box shows the location of panel (e) highlighting a portion of image 
m1258763011R along the fault scarp where numerous blocks are visible and anisothermality is elevated. ∼350 m of vertical relief occurs along the scarp at this 
location. Inset highlights the high density of boulders on the scarp. The white arrows in panels (a–d) indicate the location of a perpendicular fault apparent in image and 
topography data that correspond with an offset in the strike of the scarp. Black arrows in panel (d) denote the approximate southern extent of “red-shifted” hummocky 
material that appears to overlay the fault. See Figure 5 for location. North is up in all figures.
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darker materials. We identify a diversity of material properties along the south wall of Bürg crater. A portion of 
the wall that corresponds to a higher reflectance in WAC image data is found to have a higher thermal inertia with 
a greater abundance of thermally contrasting materials relative to other parts of the wall. On the eastern margin of 
Lacus Mortis, we find hummocks of material with distinctly contrasting properties with the adjacent mare basalt 
deposits and are both higher albedo and low thermal inertia than typically observed in the region. Impacts and 
impact clusters are readily identified in the data as they excavate both bright and dark high-thermal inertia mate-
rials from beneath the surface regolith layer. Cold spots are also identifiable as anomalously low thermal inertia 
patches of regolith surrounding craters with a relatively fresh morphology. We highlight a 200-m diameter crater 
with a ∼4 km wide cold spot. The presence of a cold spot at a crater of this size constrains the formation of the 
crater to within the last ∼200 kyr (Williams et al., 2018).

Figure 15. (a) Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera Wide Angle Camera mosaic, (b) shaded relief of the Lacus Mortis region colored by elevation (SLDEM2015), 
(c) T6 – T8 nighttime anisothermality, and (d) RGB composite map (see Figures 5b and 6 for explanation of colors) with the approximate Astrobotic Mission One 
landing ellipse (Astrobotic, 2018) in the southwest portion of Lacus Mortis.
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A relatively high density of boulders is identified along a segment of ∼60 km fault scarp in the southwest portion 
of Lacus Mortis. A ∼20 km segment of the fault scarp is associated with significant nighttime anisothermality, 
which is confirmed to correlate with high densities of boulders visible in LROC NAC images. A portion of the 
scarp is overprinted by a thermally distinct hummocky deposit that appears to be the result of material mobilized 
by the Bürg crater-forming impact event.

Temperatures within the estimated Astrobotic Mission One landing ellipse range from a minimum of ∼88 K 
to a maximum of ∼359 K. Surface temperatures in the estimated local time window predicted for landing are 
observed to be ∼300–335 K. Based on the rate of change in the diurnal temperatures, we estimated sunrise and 
sunset times to occur between 5.8–6.3 hr and 17.8 and 18.1 hr, respectively.

Data Availability Statement
The Reduced Data Records data used in this study (Paige, 2010) are publicly available via the Geosciences Node 
of the Planetary Data System (http://pds-geosciences.wustl.edu/missions/lro/diviner.htm), and the gridded data 
generated for this study and supporting maps generated from the gridded data are available from the UCLA Di-
viner supporting online data repository (www.diviner.ucla.edu/published-datasets).
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